Sexy! Sticky! Stimulating!
How a simple tweak in messaging about the death of Irrawaddy dolphins
generate a massive public outcry in Myanmar
A message that is Sexy, Sticky, Stimulating

Nyein Zaw Ko (eWCC alumni 2020’) is the founder of
Nature Advocacy and the director of “Save Irrawaddy
Dolphin'' Campaign. Nyein was inspired with his
campaign communication idea from an online lecture
about communication by Prof. Cedric Tan who
directed and taught eWCC (WildCRU, Oxford).
Originally graduated as a bioengineer from Bucknell
University in Pennsylvania, Nyein always had a
passion for nature conservation. After extensive
experience as a quantitative analyst in consumer
research at the Nielsen Company, he entered the
conservation field as a freelance eco-tourism
researcher, and cooperated with Wildlife
Conservation Society (WCS) to protect the critically
endangered Irrawaddy dolphins in Myanmar.

Previous messages about the irrawaddy dolphin are either
government announcements that state the facts in neutral
tone or dolphin-centric messaging such as “Look how cute
they are, they are about to go extinct, let’s save them”.
Predictably, those kinds of messaging does not appeal to
many people outside of the conservation profession or
animal lover groups. After attending the eLearning Wildlife
Conservation Course conducted by University of Oxford’s
Wildlife Conservation Research Unit (WildCRU), Nyein was
inspired with a new communication idea that appealed to
the mass public, a message that is Sexy, Sticky, and
Stimulating!

From his previous survey experiences about dolphins,
Nyein realized that people are not interested in saving
irrawaddy dolphins or any other wildlife because unlike
pets, these animals are not easily relatable to everyday
life for most people and that most don’t understand the
role of wildlife in providing ecosystem services to people.
As such, Nyein switched the focus to the readers
themselves and explained in plain terms how the
irrawaddy dolphin extinction will trigger a domino effect
in their everyday lives. With the de-legitimization of
dolphin protected areas, these effects include potential loss of economic opportunity, humanitarian
aids, food price inflations, and excessive use of preservatives in perishable seafood. Since these are
the grave issues that Myanmar people are already facing, the message resonated well with the general
public and they unanimously answered his call for action.

Are you prepared for a future without the Irrawaddy Dolphins?

“Future” is a concept that sells well in all fields and in all walks of life. Creating future scenarios is,
doubtless, one of the most effective ways to get someone’s attention. Nature Advocacy’s campaign
tagline paints a grim future for not just the local fishermen relying on dolphins to increase catch but
also to the general public struggling with the economic fallout resulting from COVID-19 pandemic. The
dolphins deserve to be saved not because they are cute but because the Dolphin Protected Area and
the national river conservation policy is based on the Irrawaddy dolphins as “Flagship Species'' in the
ecosystem. They regulate the population of fish species and maintain the balance of river ecosystems
as well as provide extra income to local villages from ecotourism activities. Historical records also
indicate that the dolphins have lived symbiotically with local fishermen since ancient times by
engaging in “Cooperative Fishing” culture in which the irrawaddy dolphin guides the fisherman to a
spot with abundant fish. But the same fishermen, when their dolphin friends become extinct and they
are no longer able to catch enough fish to support their families, may use excessive preservatives in
perishable fishery products to increase their income, thereby endangering the health of the general
public. By shifting the focus to people-centric discussions and carefully triggering the audience's
emotional response with the clever use of visuals, the campaign achieved a breakthrough. In the span
of a few weeks, volunteer count increased from fewer than a dozen to over 1600 individuals from all
walks of life, including conservationists, activists, students, media experts, even celebrities, and travel
bloggers

The above Facebook post by Nature Advocacy, features a Myanmar
man boasting about his trophy kill, a juvenile critically endangered
Irrawaddy dolphin. This caused a public uproar and triggered a police
investigation into the matter

Despite protection under Myanmar’s biodiversity law, Irrawaddy
dolphins are regularly killed by illegal fishermen and the
perpetrators are rarely punished. The poacher from the left is
rumoured to only have his fishing licence rescinded as a
punishment

Storytelling as a tool to call for a designation of Irrawaddy River Corridor as a UNESCO’s
world heritage site

Once the campaign has caught people's attention, well-known celebrities also joined the cause as well.
Their drafted messages, featuring different tones, wordings and expressions were tested carefully
among private volunteer groups for effectiveness before posting the most effective messages to the
public. Nyein also recognized the
power of videos as a powerful tool to
reach the wider audience and as such,
the campaign sought out a film
production company and brought it on
board as an official partner. The art of
storytelling learned during eWCC was
used to great effect in describing the
Cooperative Fishing culture between
the dolphin and local fishermen and
how the locals have practiced this
culture and lived together for
centuries. After a careful build-up to
capture public interest, the campaign
calls for a petition to designate the
dolphin’s habitat, the Irrawaddy River
Corridor as “World Natural Heritage”. A
GIS expert was consulted to identify
pristine forests, other key biodiversity
hotspots, and important wetlands
within the dolphin protected areas
and form an alliance with other key
to designate “Cooperative Fishing” culture and Irrawaddy River Corridor
stakeholders and conservation NGOs Petition
as UNESCO’s “World Natural Heritage” site is quickly gaining support among
operating in the same area to gain conservationists and INGOs in Myanmar. Your can sign the petition at
www.myanmar.natureadvocacy.com/myanmardolphinspetition/petition-en
more support for the petition.

The Power of Positivity in Conservation

As recently as in January 2020, only 2 in 3 ever heard about
the existence of Irrawaddy dolphins even among urban
educated middle to upper class. Fast forward 8 months to
August 2020, celebrities, influencers, artists, cartoonists are
all campaigning for the dolphins. Even Ford Motor Company,
and Suzuki Motor can be seen urging to save the critically
endangered Irrawaddy dolphins

Conservation is generally a depressing field as mother nature is now under more threat than ever.
Everyday, we are bombarded from all channels with sad news about Amazon rainforest burning at
record-breaking rate, Australian wildfire decimating endangered Koala population, or a massive oil
spill threatening a biodiversity hotspot. Indeed, it felt rather daunting to demand the government to
crack down such a serious and chronic problem as illegal fishing cartels that are quickly getting out of
hand. But from his newly acquainted classmates and teaching assistants, Nyein quickly realized that
such challenges are also far too common in Malaysia, Africa, South America and everywhere around
the world. It only takes a bit more courage and faith in the established scientific methods and
techniques and that one needs to apply them methodically to achieve a positive outcome.
Nyein said, “Whatever I have learned during this two-month online training were just the
fundamentals compared to the advanced scientific skills and techniques applied in the field of
conservation research. But when these simple ideas and techniques are applied in the right way in a
favorable context, the effect is phenomenal”.
Only time will tell whether the Nature Advocacy can collect sufficient signatures to force the
government's hand. Regardless, their effort has already branded the Irrawaddy dolphins as “National
Treasures” in the same status as the renowned ancient city of “Bagan” and this will undoubtedly
benefit conservation projects in the Dolphin Protected Area for years to come.

